Introduction. If
we may obtain various theorems on the relative location of the zeros of A 0(2) and A n (z) by the familiar method of first finding such relations for two successive Ak{z) and then iterating the relations n times. This method has already been employed in the study of the zeros of sequence (1.1) for the following three cases: (1) for all k, Pk = 0 and y k is real; 1 (2) for all k, yk~m + l-a limiting case leading to Grace's theorem, 2 and (3) the limiting case that for all k, as h-»0, *&-»&' and h(y k -&)->1, in which case lim h k A k {z) is a linear combination of Ao(z) and its first k derivatives. 3 In the present article we propose to apply the method to the case that the parameters (3k and yu are complex numbers represented by points within certain given regions of the plane.
To calculate the nth iterate A n {z) in our case, let us define 
Then by repeated use of formula (1.1), we find for and, hence,
Secondly, if, for all k, Y& = 7 + 1, where y is any constant other than w, m + lj • • • , w+w -1, then 
In what follows it will be convenient to denote by a script capital J a region containing all the zeros of a given function F(z). Thus, oA: I z\ ^r will mean that all the zeros of the polynomial A{z) lie in or on the circle \z\ = r.
Zeros of two successive A k (z).
Using the preceding notation, the following lemma may be stated. 
This lemma may be deduced from the results of a previous paper 4 or may be proved directly as follows. Let<vf& be a circular region and let f be any zero of Ak+i(z) outside zAk* Then, by Laguerre's theorem, 5 there exists a point a \nzAk such
and, hence, by (1.1) 7* a -Wj8* (2.4) r = ; • 7* -*» In particular for |#b| ^Xfi, if <^f&: |s| ^2, then 6 we have that |f| ^r 2 (\yk I +wX)|7* -ra| -1 , whereas if à/f*,: |s|èn, then |f I *zri(\yk I -mX)\y k ' -rn\~' 1 . Hence, if all the zeros of A k (z) lie in the ring r\S. \z\ ^r 2 , an arbitrarily chosen zero of A k +i{z) must lie in the ring (2.1).
If |/3*| èArand<vf*: \z\ gr, then |f | ^r(roX-\y k ' \ )\y£ -romand hence the zeros of A k +i(z) not satisfying the first inequality (2.2) must satisfy the second inequality (2.2).
Finally, for ft, = 0, ifçyf&ico^args^co+TT, thenco+arg [7/ (7/ -m)~l\ ^arg f gco+7T+arg [7/ (7/ -m)"" 1 ]. Setting w = coi and CO = Ü> 2 -TT and combining the results, we conclude that, if all the zeros of Ak(z) lie in the sector coi^ arg 0^w 2 , then all the zeros of A * + i(z) lie in the sector (2-3). having ordinary foci at the three points z = 0, z -m and z = m(p 2 -l) _1 (p 2 -X 2 ) and a singular focus at the point z = mp 2 (p 2 -I)" 1 . If p>l, curve (3.1) consists of two nested ovals both enclosing z = m and both excluding s = 0; in this case, the region Q of part (1) of the theorem is the exterior of the outer oval, Q of part (2) is the interior of the outer oval exclusive of point z = m and Q of part (4) is the interior of the inner oval exclusive of point z = m. If p = 1, curve (3.1) degenerates into the hyperbola with foci at 3 = 0 and z = m and transverse axis of raX; in this case Q of part (1) is the region left of the left branch of the hyperbola, Q of part (2) is the region right of the left branch not including z = m, Q of part (3) is the region common to the exterior of circle | z \ = m\ and the left of the right branch and Q of part (4) is the interior of the right branch with point z = m omitted. If X<p<l, curve (3.1) consists of nested ovals, now however both containing z = 0 and excluding z = m; in this case, Q of part (1) is the interior of the inner oval, Q of part (3) is the region common to the exterior of circle | z\ -m\ and the interior of the outer oval and Q of part (4) is the exterior of the outer oval exclusive of point z -m. In the latter case, if p-»X, the inner oval shrinks to a point and hence, for p<X, Q of part (1) is a null-set, and the Q's of parts (3) and (4) are those described for X <p < 1.
In the foregoing discussion, we have implied that X^O. If X = 0, curve (3.1) dégénéra tes into the dipolar circle p\z -m | = |z| and D(z) is given by formula (1.7). We may thus state the following corollary. 4. Entire functions. Theorem II and the corollary to Theorem I may be generalized at once through replacing
where E(z) = e Xz C(z) and X = /* + iv.
In fact, since m m
the substitution of £(s) and F(z) for C(JS) and D(z) would require only the following changes: in the corollary to Theorem I, inequality (3.2) becomes are also all negative, and, since the sector is a convex region contain-
